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Introduction: Observations of Mercury’s surface 

by the MESSENGER spacecraft reveal a planet domi-
nated by contractional tectonic features, most notably 
widespread lobate scarps [1] caused by surface con-
traction associated with interior cooling [2, 3]. Evi-
dence of extensional faulting on Mercury is rare, pri-
marily restricted to the floors of a few impact basins. 
One of these is the 250-km-diameter Raditladi basin, 
which was first imaged by the MESSENGER space-
craft during its first flyby (Fig. 1a) [4]. Evidence for 
extension within Raditladi is in the form of troughs 
comprised of linear or curvilinear segments, many of 
which have flat floors and are interpreted to be graben 
(Fig. 1b) [5]. These graben are arranged more or less 
circumferentially within the basin, halfway between 
the basin center and a peak ring, and fault smooth 
plains material that covers the basin interior. Embay-
ment relations [5] and crater distributions within 
smooth plains in other basins [6] suggest a volcanic 
origin for Raditladi’s plains, though solidified impact 
melt cannot be ruled out. Understanding how these 
graben formed can provide insight into the tectonic 
environment and processes associated with the evolu-
tion of this basin. Here we use finite element models to 
explore a number of possible scenarios to explain the 
formation of this graben ring. 

In order to explain the generation of a ring of gra-
ben within the Raditladi basin, one must show that a 
process leads to a specific stress state whereby (i) both 
basin-circumferential and basin-radial stresses are ex-

tensional in the region where graben are observed, (ii) 
differential stresses are highest in this region, and (iii) 
radial stresses are more extensional than circumferen-
tial stresses. The first criterion restricts deformation to 
extensional faulting, the second is required to explain 
why faulting occurs only where observed, and the third 
ensures the formation of circumferentially rather than 
radially oriented graben [7]. A fourth criterion (iv) is 
that differential stresses are sufficient to initiate fault-
ing and produce slip consistent with Raditladi’s gra-
ben. Though this last criterion is not yet well con-
strained, on the basis of the frictional strength of rocks 
one might expect that differential stresses of at least 
tens of MPa would be required.  

Approach: We consider several loading scenarios 
for the creation of a ring of graben within Raditladi 
basin. Each of these scenarios is studied with an axi-
symmetric, viscoelastic finite element model using the 
code Abaqus. We assume a basin floor depth of 3.5 km 
from depth/diameter relationships [8], and we explore 
several assumptions of the distribution of fill, taken 
never to exceed 2 km thickness at the basin center. We 
adopt an elastic lithosphere over a viscoelastic asthe-
nosphere and seek the steady-state stresses within the 
fill that arise after the asthenosphere reaches a relaxed 
state following a given loading scenario (so the viscos-
ity does not influence the final stress state). The key 
parameter in these studies is the thickness of the litho-
sphere, which controls the wavelength of the flexural 
response to loading. We consider lithospheric thick-
nesses ranging from 4 to 100 km directly beneath the 
basin that grow to a thickness of 100 km at a radius of 
250 km (two basin radii). The thinner lithosphere mod-
els are representative of local thinning that may have 
occurred as a result of deposition of impact energy as 
heat and uplift during collapse of the transient cavity. 

Results: The first scenario we consider is that of 
extensional flexural stresses caused by uplift associ-
ated with continued isostatic readjustment following 
crater collapse, a mechanism proposed to explain gra-
ben within the larger Caloris basin [9]. In this scenario, 
undercompensation (we assume 20%) of basin topog-
raphy leads to a pressure gradient that drives the asthe-
nosphere to move inward and upward beneath the ba-
sin, resulting in flexure of the lithosphere. 

 
Fig. 1. (a) MESSENGER image of Raditladi crater, (b) Pre-
liminary geological map [5]: yellow: ejecta, orange: smooth 
plains, light blue: hummocky plains (basement material), 
dark blue: terrace material, grey: peak ring. 
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For a lithosphere thicker than ~12 km, maximum 
extensional flexural stresses in the fill are located at the 
center of the basin, not where the graben are observed, 
and circumferential stresses are larger than radial 
stresses, which would lead to radially oriented rather 
than circumferentially oriented graben as observed. A 
thinner lithosphere leads to higher extensional stresses 
away from the basin center, with a 4-km-thick litho-
sphere leading to differential extensional stresses 
greatest in the region where the graben are observed. 
In addition, this model predicts radial stresses within 
the fill to be greater than circumferential stresses, con-
sistent with the formation of circumferential graben 
(Fig 2a). Differential stresses for this scenario are on 
the order of 100 MPa, which are sufficient to induce 
significant faulting. The required thinness of the litho-
sphere in this scenario implies that these graben would 
have had to form within a few million years after crater 
collapse, when shallow rock remained hot following 
impact. This might be a reasonable scenario if smooth 
plains within the Raditladi basin were solidified impact 
melt, but probably not if they are volcanic in origin, 
unless emplacement occurred within a few million 
years after impact. 

The second scenario we consider is that of flexure 
associated with emplacement of fill into a basin that is 
at isostatic equilibrium (or no longer in vertical motion 
as a result of under- or overcompensation). The idea is 
that if the fill were concentrated sufficiently close to 
the basin center, then subsidence (compressional sur-
face stresses) will be confined close to the basin center, 
enabling uplift (extensional surface stresses) to occur 
where the graben are observed. While it was possible 
to generate extensional radially-oriented stresses in the 
region where graben are observed by concentrating the 
load closer to the center of the basin, circumferential 
stresses in these scenarios remained compressive, a 
predictor of strike-slip rather than normal faulting. 

The third scenario considers a combination of two 
processes, subsidence associated with the emplacement 
of fill and/or an isostatically overcompensated basin, 
and thermal stresses associated with the cooling of the 
fill. Figure 2b (solid curves) shows flexural stresses 
within the fill interior due only to subsidence (no cool-
ing) with a 50-km-thick lithosphere. This load-
ing/lithosphere combination leads to compressional 
stresses throughout the fill, with radial stresses being 
less compressive than circumferential stresses. 

We also calculate that cooling of smooth plains 
material (ΔT=700 K, αv=10-5 K-1) is capable of gener-
ating extensional stresses of the order of 1 GPa. These 
extensional stresses would add to the flexural stresses, 
but only until the tensile strength of the plains material 
(estimated to be approximately 12 MPa) is reached, at 
which time faulting would ensue. These combined 
stresses (dashed curves in Fig. 2b) would lead to cir-

cumferential graben to the edge of the peak ring unless 
the smooth plains were thinner in the region beyond 
the distance where graben are observed. In such a case, 
low tensile strength of the thinner plains would likely 
lead to pervasive cracking as opposed to faulting be-
tween coherent blocks. This scenario is also supported 
by analytical solutions. 

Discussion: The ring of graben observed within the 
Raditladi basin is not unique on Mercury. On 
MESSENGER’s third flyby, an unnamed basin was 
imaged for the first time [10]. The basin is similar in 
size to Raditladi, has a similar peak ring, and contains 
inner smooth plains with a ring of graben at about the 
same location as observed within Raditladi. This ar-
gues for a common cause for the graben rings in both 
basins. One potential difference is that the color and 
crater density of the inner smooth plains within this 
newly imaged basin indicate that the fill is younger 
than the basin and therefore probably volcanic in ori-
gin. Such fill was not likely emplaced at a time when 
the lithosphere was anomalously thin. The scenario of 
subsidence after fill emplacement combined with cool-
ing is therefore favored for both basins. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Calculated stress components in the smooth plains 
of Raditladi basin associated with isostatic uplift and a 4-km-
thick elastic lithosphere. (b) Calculated stress components 
associated with subsidence resulting from the emplacement of 
the smooth plains with and without extensional stresses due to 
cooling of the plains material. 
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